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PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Over the next 10 years, one of the largest living generations in the United States’ workforce—the 

baby boomer generation (born between 1946 and 1964)—will reach and surpass retirement age. 

This phenomenon will likely cause a spike in retirements and a rapid decline in available human 

resources within this narrow demographic. Recognizing this reality, US industry should prepare 

for one of the largest labor shortages in recent history. While most business sectors in Canada 

manage to keep bolstering the Canadian Pacific Railway (CP) with globalization trends in order 

to survive, while also driving innovation, other traditional transportation industries continue to 

grapple with the change.  

As baby boomers retire, the leadership of transportation providers (such as railroads) can smooth 

this transition with successful programs and tactics, including hiring a greater percentage of 

women into their workforce. Leaders in transportation industries should understand the 

challenges associated specifically with more women in their workplaces and, perhaps more 

importantly, gain a clearer understanding of how to attract and retain more female employees. 
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BACKGROUND 

Railroad operating positions have been historically male-dominated for a variety of reasons. By 

its very nature, the work done by train crews and maintenance-of-way personnel is physically 

demanding, with long hours and significant dangers. In addition, railroad worker unions have a 

history of barring women from membership, and society in general has viewed the work of train 

crews and maintenance-of-way personnel as part of the “male domain.”  

However, from the early days of railroading in the 1800s, women have worked for North 

American railroads in a variety of jobs, including coach and depot cleaners, restaurant servers, 

and passenger train hostesses. They have also worked with railroad operations as telegraphers or 

clerks. Female exclusion from the operating and skilled maintenance crafts remained firmly in 

place until the 1970s, except during times of national emergencies like World War I (WWI) and 

World War II (WWII). 

The federalization of America’s railroads in 1917 and wartime labor shortages led to US 

railroads hiring large numbers of women. By October 1918, more than 101,000 women were 

working for the U.S. Railroad Administration (which controlled the railroads from December 

1917 to March 1920).  

Also, during both WWI and WWII, the Canadian Pacific Railway turned its railway shops into 

munitions factories. Because so many men were fighting overseas, there was a real shortage of 

workers, and women stepped in to fill the void. Women not only worked at manufacturing 

munitions, they also served as engine wipers, car cleaners, and nurses (Canadian Pacific 2018). 

In the US, the vast majority of these women worked in traditional jobs, including more than 

73,000 serving in clerical or semi-clerical positions and more than 10,000 as cleaners and shop 

workers, while a mere 872 performed track work and 100 worked in train service. Unfortunately, 

there are not comparable figures for Canadian rail workforces, but it is estimated that both the 

US and Canada had similar proportions of women to men workers during WWI.  

In both countries, these types of jobs soon reverted to male workers shortly after wartime. As one 

industry observer noted in 1919, “[t]he use of women as section laborers, for instance, in a gang 

of men working along the tracks at a distance from any house or station was judged to be 

unsuitable. This was also found to be the case where women were employed as truckers in 

depots and warehouses, on account of the extraordinary physical exertion required of them” 

(Goldmark 1919).  

The US federal bureau supervising women in the workplace during this time period instituted 

“protective” restrictions on what women could and could not do, effectively limiting women 

from carrying out the entire range of duties within their craft. Men, not under any such 

restrictions, quickly replaced them. Most women experienced an immediate reduction in pay (as 

much as 50%) as they took non-railroad jobs. After WWI, railroad craft unions adopted 
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“protective” measures to their bylaws in order to bar women from gaining entry (Middleton et al. 

2007, Greenwald 1975). 

Large numbers of women answered the call to serve in the North American railroad industry 

again during WWII. In 1941, approximately 40,000 women worked for railroads, mostly as 

clerical workers and stewardesses. By war’s end, 116,000 women worked for railroads in the 

United States but were classified as “temporary” employees and excluded from operating craft 

unions. Once again, when the war was over, men replaced women in the field, just as they had at 

the conclusion of WWI. However, the formation of the American Council of Railroad Women in 

1994 signaled that women sought a voice in the railroad industry and promotion of career 

development opportunities in railroading (Railroad Museum of Pennsylvania 2015).  

In the United States, legal challenges to railroad hiring practices followed the enactment of the 

Civil Rights Act of 1964. The Act’s Title VII prohibited discrimination based on race, color, 

religion, sex, and national origin. Title VII conflicted with railroad labor practices and protective 

labor laws. Court rulings forced craft unions to open their doors to qualified women and struck 

down protective laws, which restricted women’s employment opportunities in more than 40 

states. Additionally, the Railroad Revitalization and Regulatory Reform Act of 1976 contained a 

non-discrimination clause and a mandate for affirmative action to remove or overcome the 

effects of the prior discriminatory practice or usage. The Act opened the door for women, 

including Bonnie Leake, Union Pacific’s first female locomotive engineer, to become 

locomotive engineers and conductors (Middleton et al. 2007). 

Leake and others like her faced less-than-ideal working conditions, such as inadequate restroom 

and locker room facilities, poorly maintained equipment, physically demanding work, difficulties 

in holding secure work, pervasive foul language, and sometime verbal harassment from fellow 

male employees. Many women quit after only a short time on the job. 

Since the 1970s, significant numbers of women have joined the railroad operating workforce, yet 

much work remains to attract and retain women in railroad operating positions. In 2014, of the 

55,000 locomotive engineers and operators employed in the United States, only 1.4% were 

female (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics 2015). This percentage is among the very lowest of any 

industry in America, where the national workforce is 47% female. 

In Canada, some railroads were much less inclined to employ women in almost any aspect of 

railroading after the war. Women had to go to court to overcome discrimination against their 

employment in non-traditional railroad jobs.  

For example, the Canadian Human Rights Council declared that “despite advancements in 

women’s rights, the Canadian National Railway Company (CNR) hired very few women. In 

1987, women made up only 0.7% of CNR’s unskilled workforce, even though they represented 

41% of Canada’s labor force (Canadian Human Rights Commission 1987). 

Action Travail des Femmes, a public interest lobby group that supports women’s rights in 

Canada, complained to the Canadian Human Rights Commission that CNR had broken s.10 of 
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the Canadian Human Rights Act and thereby was guilty of systemic discrimination. A tribunal 

discovered that CNR had indeed made no real effort to hire women. It found that the company 

had done wrong in the following ways:  

 CNR recruited for skilled jobs mainly by sending representatives to technical schools where 

there were almost no women.  

 When women applied at the personnel office, they were encouraged to apply for secretarial 

jobs only.  

 Women applying for employment were often not clearly informed about the qualifications 

needed to fill the job openings. 

 Coach cleaners were required to have experience in soldering, which very few women did 

(even though soldering was hardly a skill required in cleaning coaches). 

 CNR had turned a blind eye to the harassment of female employees.  

In the end, the tribunal ordered CNR to start an employment equity program. CNR refused and 

appealed its case to the Supreme Court of Canada.  

The result? CNR got de-railed.  

Citing s.41(2)(a) of the Canadian Human Rights Act, the Supreme Court of Canada ruled that the 

commission had the right to impose an employment equity program to break CNR’s continuing 

cycle of systemic discrimination, which included exclusionary hiring and promotion policies as 

well as the harassment of female employees.  

When it came to employment equity, CNR was forced get on board (Canadian Human Rights 

Commission 1987).
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METHODOLOGY 

Research for this study included both literature and field research methods. A cross-section of 

similar and dissimilar industries and their diversification shifts were considered to make note of 

shared characteristics, common challenges, and best practices. Some examples of specific 

industries researched extended beyond rail to include a cross-section of industries with similar 

employment challenges, such as motor carrier and waterways transportation, along with public 

safety industries such as community police and firefighting. Sources include documentary data 

and multiple expert sources in human resources, community development, minority culture, and 

business strategy.  

Field research was compiled from current public and private demographic data regarding the 

number of women in transportation operating positions from the U.S. Census as well as 

Canadian transportation companies. Additionally, the Center for Transportation Studies (CTS) at 

the University of Missouri–St. Louis anonymously surveyed male and female railroad employees 

deemed as serving in traditionally male-dominated operational roles. The survey included 

requests for demographic information, individual opinions regarding women in these positions, 

and personal recommendations to expand opportunities to women. Employees were additionally 

asked about their impressions of these operational positions—the long hours, time away from 

home, pay and benefits structure, etc.—to gauge their attitudes towards women filling those 

positions and what changing some of these attitudes may entail. Surveys consisted of 24 

questions and did not include any requests for personal identification information, in order to 

ensure complete anonymity. The survey questions are included in the Appendix.  
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FINDINGS 

Overall, the findings from the surveys were positive. Of the 634 Canadian responses, 21% of 

participants were female and 79% male, revealing a male-dominated response. However, not all 

participants worked in traditionally male-dominated operational roles. It was found that 66% of 

Canadian respondents said they do not think it would be difficult to bring women into traditional 

operational roles, while 89% thought women should work in operational roles for the railroad. 

Of the 727 US responses, 56.8% of participants were female and 43.2% were male, revealing a 

fairly well-balanced contribution from both genders; all respondents worked in traditionally 

male-dominated operational roles. It was found that 66.5% of respondents said they do not think 

it would be difficult to bring women into traditional operational roles, while 96% thought women 

should work in operational roles for the railroad.  

Thus, there appeared to be no differences between US and Canadian railroad workers regarding 

the positive attitude of bringing in women to these traditionally operational railroad jobs. 

Additionally, the vast majority of all respondents felt that women should work in these 

operational roles. 

The CTS also explored patterns in the reasons for the pursuit of railroad positions, hypothesizing 

that employees were more willing to apply for railroad jobs if immediate family members had 

once held railroad positions or positions within a similar labor industry. The Canadian data 

showed that 27% of survey respondents had immediate family members who worked for the 

railroad, and almost the same percentage of US workers (26%) had a family member connected 

to railroading.  

In researching the connection between railroad employees and similar labor industries, CTS 

found that 26% of Canadian respondents and/or their family members had worked in agriculture, 

while 42.6% of respondents’ immediate family members had worked in other heavy industries, 

such as steel, mining, or automotive. Similar results were found among US respondents, with 

26% coming from an agriculture background and 33% from heavy industry. Therefore, one 

could conclude that having a family member in railroading or coming from a farming or heavy 

industry background would be a common characteristic of women in railroad positions.  

In general, there were some differences between Canadian and US railroad employees regarding 

educational backgrounds. It was found that 13% of Canadian respondents were military veterans, 

while 17% of US workers had similar military backgrounds. Also, 47% of Canadian rail workers 

were high school graduates or held a GED equivalent, while only 14% held a bachelor’s degree. 

Comparatively, in the US, 37% of respondents had a high school diploma or an equivalent 

degree, while 31% held at least a bachelor’s degree.  

Additionally, current job characteristics were also explored. When asked about typical hours 

within a daily shift, 98% of Canadian respondents averaged between 8 to 14 hours, with the 

majority working between 8 to 10 hours per shift. Respondents usually worked an average of 
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five days per week, but only 42% usually worked the same shift each week. It was found that 

81% of respondents held agreement jobs when starting at the railroad and continued to do so, 

with some 82% responding that they currently hold an agreement position but 31% indicating 

that their job was part of an extra board. 

Their US counterparts reported similar job characteristics, with 98 US respondents averaging 

between 8 to14 hours, with 64.6% working an average of five days per week and 66.9% usually 

working the same shift each week. Additionally, 70.3% of respondents held agreement jobs 

when starting at the railroad, but currently only 52.8% hold agreement positions, while 12.8% 

said their job is part of an extra board. 

Furthermore, motivational characteristics were researched and yielded the following data. While 

79% of Canadian respondents claimed their paycheck was a motivating factor to do their job, 

50% also claimed the challenge was motivation, and 48% of respondents said their family was 

their motivation. Additionally, 26% of respondents, which comprised the highest percentage 

among Canadian respondents, were very dissatisfied with their work-life balance. Nearly half of 

all respondents indicated being dissatisfied or very dissatisfied in this area.  

US rail workers had slightly different responses. While 73.6% of respondents claimed their 

paycheck was a motivating factor to do their job, 63.7% also claimed the challenge was 

motivation, and 62.4% of respondents said their family was their motivation. In addition, 36.7% 

of respondents, which comprised the highest percentage among US respondents, said that they 

were satisfied with their work-life balance. 

Finally, individual perceptions of women in specific roles were requested and produced the 

following feedback:  

 Of the Canadian railroad workers participating in the survey, 74% of respondents did not 

believe that train, engine and yardmen (TEY) positions required more consideration when 

hiring women over men.  

 71% of respondents did not believe that maintenance of way (MOW) positions required more 

consideration.  

 82% of respondents did not believe that mechanical positions required more consideration. 

 Overall, it was found that 90% of respondents did not believe that non-agreement 

management positions required more consideration.  

Similar attitudes were expressed by US respondents:  

 76% of respondents did not believe that TEY positions required more consideration when 

hiring women over men.  

 63% of respondents did not believe that MOW positions required more consideration. 

 80% of respondents did not believe that mechanical positions required more consideration.  

 87.7% of respondents did not believe that non-agreement management positions required 

more consideration.  
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When respondents were asked whether they thought women in field positions would have 

difficulty working with the rest of their team, both Canadian and US respondents disagreed. 

When asked a series of relative questions rating common perceptions of women’s choices in not 

pursuing a career field position, responses were spread fairly throughout all 18 questions. 

Examples of reasons women may not pursue a field position included the following:  

 The job requires heavy lifting. 

 The job has unappealing work conditions. 

 Women don’t want their time and activities controlled by the extra board process. 

 Women may experience harassment by male coworkers 

 Women prefer to work in female-dominated environments. 

 Women don’t feel they have a good chance for promotion in that field. 

Most individual perceptions of whether or not these reasons were common or probable tended to 

be neutral but tended to span fairly evenly across “very likely” and “likely” and “not likely” and 

“not likely at all.” This span of opinions likely demonstrates that whether or not a woman 

pursues a career field position with the railroad likely depends more on individual employee 

preferences rather than on whether or not they are female. 

Despite the fact that the data seem favorable toward female hires across the board, perhaps the 

most prominent data discovery was that when respondents were asked if their railroad tries to 

attract women for operational roles in the field, a majority of both US and Canadian respondents 

replied that they were “unsure.” However, over 700 respondents provided ideas as to how they 

think their company could attract more women for operational roles. 
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IMPLICATIONS 

The findings of the survey describe an employee environment that is receptive to hiring more 

women for various operational roles. It seems that the reason there are not more women in these 

roles is that railroads may need to establish more aggressive hiring campaigns. Judging from the 

responses regarding employee background, hiring campaigns may be able to recruit more women 

if they push for higher quotas directly from local high schools, colleges, and areas frequented by 

workers in heavy industrial industries. Approaching more female veterans might also be a sound 

recruitment tactic that could yield more hires. These sentiments were echoed in individual survey 

responses, as employees recommended more engagement with women, wherever women happen 

to be. 

Additionally, respondents had some ideas for how they thought the company could better recruit 

more females: 

 Send female employees to local schools to discuss career options. 

 Encourage human resource (HR) representatives to offer consideration of operational roles, 

when applicable; also hire more female HR representatives. 

 Include a much broader female presence in employment and general advertisements. 

 Demonstrate to and educate internal employees and external community members that 

women are capable of performing operational tasks. 

Finally, participating employees had recommendations for making the work environment better 

for female employees and thus raising retention rates for new female hires. Their suggestions 

included the following: 

 Provide oversight to ensure fair job advancement. 

 Ensure female presence within management circles, which is imperative for women to 

visualize their advancement. 

 Offer better maternity and family benefits that afford a good work-life balance: 

o Maternity leave 

o Family health plans and time off 

o Flexible or predictable shift options 

o Daycare onsite 

 Provide discrimination and harassment policies that protect the accuser from retaliation. 

 Show commitment to reinvesting in employees by providing a cleaner workplace and more 

(clean) bathrooms.
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RECOMMENDATIONS  

Traditional top-down corporate structures foster change by setting and executing desired 

behavior from the very top (Johnson 2016). Although both US and Canadian railroads have 

affirmative missions and visible signage promoting their commitment to employee safety and 

well-being, employees believe the company could improve on this without a massive overhaul. 

Reducing the number of people, including women, on the extra board, for example, would 

greatly improve the quality of life for these operational employees.  

Simple tweaks, such as promoting an encouraging environment through visible signs and verbal 

cues from management, can make women feel more empowered. Additionally, both US and 

Canadian railroads may want to consider instituting a workforce campaign to keep common 

places such as bathrooms cleaner and promoting more employee respect.  

The commitment to gender balance, while currently visible, might be more prominent in the 

company brand and image, staff, policies and practices, business partners, and proximal 

communities (Boulton 2015). If interested in driving female hires and retention, executives could 

consider assigning short- and long-term goals to every department and celebrate milestones as a 

chance to reward individual compliance and remind stakeholders how hiring more women 

benefits them. In addition, more targeted advertising toward hiring pools and within workplaces 

specifically featuring more women will not only help confirm an ambitious gender-balanced 

workplace but also promote the company as a career destination for women. Regardless of scale, 

as long as commitment to change is reflected from executives and top management, even small 

changes will deliver a measurable, beneficial impact. 

Seeking new partners and investors is another option that can be used to promote gender equality 

while garnering positive press. The transportation industry has excellent repeat demand and a lot 

of capital. However, many operational roles are perceived to require physically strong and/or tall 

individuals to operate equipment autonomously. Transportation technology would directly 

benefit from collaborating with some technology businesses that are seeking a large industry in 

which to prove themselves. Such a joint venture would affect stock prices and brand image while 

making it easier to increase female hires in operational roles.  

Additionally, showing interest in suppliers with diverse workforces or encouraging long-term 

partners to make similar investments in diversifying their workforce are other ways to 

demonstrate a company’s commitment to gender equality. Suppliers that are more diverse may 

tend to show greater flexibility during economic stress in the future, whereas traditional 

companies more averse to adaptation could soon struggle with an unforeseen industry shift. 

Traditional suppliers can be rewarded for taking action in addressing their business flexibility by 

lengthening the life of contract agreements. Otherwise, new suppliers can be rewarded by 

acknowledging their dedication to balanced workforces and agile business strategies by putting a 

new business venture into play.  

In order for the board and management teams to further reflect the company’s commitment to 

workplace gender balance, part of the company’s goals could include female hire quotas. With 
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more women in influential management roles, the work environment will change so that women 

will have female mentors to consult and emulate, and any remaining persistent discrimination 

would further subside. This kind of environment, free from discrimination, promotes not only 

employee happiness but also productivity and innovation. The less an employee is encumbered 

by stress, the greater his or her ability to complete duties more efficiently and contribute more 

quality to the work environment. This quality can come in the form of company or employee 

ideas, product ideas, time to assist others, discovering a more efficient process to complete a 

goal, etc. (Forbes Coaches Council 2016). 

Revised recruitment policies should also be considered. Employee candidates can be recruited 

from reliable sources such as high schools or trade schools, college job fairs, veterans’ 

community locations, and community locations frequented by families and employees in the 

agricultural, automotive, and other heavy industries. Local searches can be broadened online, and 

potential employees can be recruited from outside provinces or regions. Incentives can prove 

useful, as well. Bonus structures for professional recruiters can be revised to reflect rewards for 

promoting and driving female and minority hires needed to meet variable human resource goals.  

Appropriate advertising is also critical to this outreach strategy. Women should be present in any 

and all advertising material so as to easily convince potential employees that they have the 

ability to fit in (Morsella 2006). Furthermore, additional promotional material (even something 

as quick as a letter of commitment from the CEO) promoting the railroad’s commitment to 

gender diversity and citing various internal policies can ensure that communities and employees 

are educated and aware that the railroad actively seeks female hires.  

Ultimately, utilization of all recommendations and tactics can easily be regarded as “too much 

too soon.” However, even small and progressive changes will slowly create a positive impact on 

employee satisfaction, production efficiency, and recruitment reputation. If most people can 

agree that an alternative vision of the business would most benefit and ensure its future, change 

can begin with grand goals and expectations and be pared down from there into actionable 

tactics. Continually celebrating milestones along the way will remind all those involved how 

small changes, and perhaps unfavorable descriptions, are all part of a larger picture and how 

those changes already contribute to an overall benefit (Forbes Coaches Council 2016). 
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LIMITATIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH 

Few scientific studies have been conducted on the benefits of improving gender equality in the 

rail industry, which means that more research is needed about other rail companies to compare 

with the data and findings from the present study. Further research is needed to identify and 

diagnose sources of workplace and recruitment gender barriers so that recommendations can 

ensure that improvement is swift and accurate rather than achieved through endless and costly 

trial and error because of general problem speculation.  

Furthermore, the absolute benefits of gender-balanced workforces for railroad companies are 

difficult to predict. It could very well be that the benefits are either significant yet unremarkable 

or profoundly industry changing. With greater access to employee demographics, survey data, 

and, eventually, case studies, we can better determine the best gender solutions to complement 

companies according to their needs and attributes. Perhaps small businesses flourish better with a 

higher volume of women in specific operating roles, or large corporations find that instituting a 

company incentive program has a particular impact on a gender-balanced workforce. As more 

information is gathered on the internal business culture and practices of the railroad industry, 

these businesses will be better able to use information specifically tailored to leverage their 

unique assets. 
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CONCLUSION 

These days, more women are entering the workforce than ever before while one of the largest 

generations in the workforce today is about to retire. In order to anticipate this economic shift, 

companies comprised mostly of male employees should be prepared to recruit and support a 

different mix of demographics for their employee pools. Women have proven themselves as 

general business assets for decades, but more recently women have emerged not only as 

contributors of unique perspectives and abilities but also as employees who challenge their 

companies to be more adaptable. 

The Canadian Pacific Railway is highly regarded as an excellent employer. The company strives 

to better its employees, the communities it serves, and customer satisfaction. As CP continues to 

grow as a leading transportation and shipping company, more and more employees will be 

needed to not only meet growth but also fill the impending vacancies left by the baby boomer 

generation. CP would greatly benefit in designing an aggressive female hiring campaign that 

increases its employee pool, strengthens community loyalty through its commitment to gender 

diversity, and attracts consumers through positive press and demonstration of company agility. 
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APPENDIX: SURVEY OF RAILROAD EMPLOYEES 

The Center for Transportation Studies at the University of Missouri–St. Louis anonymously 

surveyed male and female railroad employees deemed as serving in traditionally male-dominated 

operational roles. The survey included requests for demographic information, individual opinions 

regarding women in these positions, and personal recommendations to expand opportunities to 

women.  
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